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Introduction
The LaHave River Salmon Association is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
conservation of the Atlantic Salmon population along the LaHave River in Nova Scotia,
Canada. This year the LRSA hired Laurel Genge as a Summer Intern. This job was funded
through the Clean Foundation Leadership Internship program and the LaHave River
Salmon Association. For the 2021 season the position of summer project coordinator
entailed the following activities and projects:
−

Erecting educational signs and monofilament recycling stations for high use areas
on the river

−

Organizing a pickerel tournament at Wentzell’s Lake

−

Collaborating with local organizations for habitat restoration projects

−

Continuing the Relative Abundance Survey of Invasive Species on the LaHave
River

−

Organizing and scanning archives and important LRSA records/documents

Educational signs
Ten signs and one monofilament recycling stations were erected along the LaHave River.
The locations are as follows:
-

Wentzell’s Lake boat launch. Two signs and one monofilament recycling station.
MicMac Rod & Gun Club. Two signs.
Cookville Provincial Park. Two signs.
Bruhms Bridge. One sign and one monofilament recycling station.
Indian Falls Park. Two signs

Locations that still require sign erection:
-

New Germany Boat Launch. One monofilament recycling station and two signs.

Additional locations and feedback are welcome.
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Pickerel Tournament
Pickerel tournament was hosted at the Wentzell’s Lake boat launch and Mic Mac Rod and
gun club on Saturday July 24th from 8-11AM. A total of 71 Chain Pickerel caught and
dissected. There was a total of 15 teams and 25 individuals who participated in the Pickerel
tournament.
Awards were given to smallest fish, largest fish, and total aggregate inches in each age
category. Educational pamphlets were given out to participants and general public who
attended.
Mic Mac Rod & Gun club allowed us to use their location, table and chairs, BBQ, and
parking area for the reception of the event. Organizations that attended include CARP,
Bluenose Coastal Action, and Willie’s Flies. Coastal Action did fillet demonstrations of the
pickerel and were cooked for people to taste, as well as provided education information
and presentations on various concerns in our ecosystem.
Pickerel were donated to CARP “eat your invasive” initiative and to Kaylee Mcleod for her
master’s project on Bioaccumulation of methyl mercury in pickerel tissue.

Habitat Restoration Collaborative Work
The habitat restoration project was completed at Zwicker Brook, in Branch LaHave. This
project consisted of 4 digger logs, one deflector, one rock sill and riparian planting to aid
in bank stabilization.
The LRSA was awarded a grant from Adopt-A-Stream program and the Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Foundation to encourage habitat restoration along the LaHave River. This
funding allowed us to host a habitat installer restoration training day at the restoration
site. The organizations that attended are listed below:
-

Bluenose Coastal Action
Clean Annapolis River Project
Adopt-A-Stream
Nova Scotia Salmon Association
Medway River Association
Jijuktu’kwejk Watershed Alliance

Member of the NSSA, Coastal Action and LRSA
Planning for the instream structures.
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Some images of the completed work in the same stretch of river as the planning images.
Digger logs are designed to move and sort fine sediment from the river bed creating a
deeper pool and reestablishing the natural pool, riffle, run sequence.

Invasive Species Stomach Content
Laurel and a group of volunteer anglers fished at various pool on the LaHave River under
the regulations of a Scientific License issued by DFO. The scientific license allowed the
association to keep 5 small mouth bass per day per angler and up to 100 pickerel per day
per angler. This occurred 7 times throughout the summer.
For each fish the following measurements were taken:
-

Sex
Total Length
Fork Length
Scale sample
Stomach Contents
Location
Date

The data points collected allowed us to measure Relative abundance; determined by catch
per unit effort (CUPE), size distribution and diet composition. The data collected this
summer will help educate the LRSA on where to focus removal efforts on the LaHave
River by determining where the largest population of invasive species reside.
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The sample locations are a 400m stretch of the river (excluding closed pools), labeled as
pool names in following graphs and tables.
Table 1. Catch per Unit Effort (CUPE) at each 400m sample location with corresponding
date. CUPE defined as # of fish caught/ #hours fished. Each fish sampling time was 4
hours. TOD defined as Time of Day. Morning (7-11AM), evening (4-8PM).
Location

Date

CUPE

TOD

Railway Bridge Pool

20210713

3 Morning

Schoolhouse Pool

20210715

2.75 Evening

Wentzells Lake (tournament
day)

20210724 10.66666667 Morning

Keddy Falls

20210805

3 Evening

Wentzell Pool

20210720

3.25 Morning

Wentzell Pool

20210810

4.75 Morning

Wentzell Pool

20210825

1.5 Morning

Table 2. Average total length for identified sex of Smallmouth Bass.
Sex
Male
Female

Average Total Length (cm)
24.76470588
25

Table 3. Average total length for identified sex of Chain Pickerel
Sex

Average Total Length (cm)

Male

33.44736842

Female

33.84615385
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Table 4. Average total length of Smallmouth Bass compared to sample location
Sample Location

Average total length(cm)

Railway Bridge Pool

25.28571429

Schoolhouse Pool

21.83333333

Wentzells Lake (tournament day)
Keddy Falls
Wentzell Pool

No Data
26
25.51612903

Table 5. Average total length of Chain Pickerel compared to sample location
Sample Location

Average total length (cm)

Railway Bridge Pool

36

Schoolhouse Pool

23

Wentzells Lake (tournament day)

33.3125

Keddy Falls

36

Wentzell Pool

37

The fish that were collected in this study were shared with various organization.
-Heads and scales were given to Inland fisheries for a study on determining the age of
chain pickerel.
-Bodies were given to Kaylee Mcleod of Coastal Action for Methyl Mercury content
analysis.
-The remainder were donated to The Cobequid Wildlife rehabilitation center for the
birds of prey in their facility.

High school Field trip
The LRSA, Coastal Action, The Nova Scotia Guides Association and the Mic Mac Rod And
Gun Club Collaborated to provide a high school Biology class from Park View Education
Centre a field trip to Wentzel’s Lake. During the field trip The LRSA provided educational
activities related to the Life Cycle of Atlantic Salmon and some of the threats the face in
the LaHave river. The later angled for Small Mouth Bass and Chain pickerel where the
guides association provide safety lesson and the angling gear. Coastal action, the guides
and the PVEC faculty supervised students on the shores of Wenztells. The fish caught
were used to study the ecology and anatomy of invasive species Coastal action gave a
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presentation of their work around the watershed including water quality analysis, habitat
restoration and invasive species study. The students had a very exciting and educational
day.

Performance Measure Summary
Total Number of Volunteers-37

Total Number of hours worked-552

Instream restoration structures- 5

Trees planted- 14

Total stream length restored- 100m

Participants involved- 150

Invasive species removed-200

Future Work Plans
-

Another restoration. Site to be determined. West Branch and North Branch.
Collaboration with DFO, NSSA, ASCF on upcoming projects
Finish Signs and recycling station
Electrofishing survey
Complete kiosk on centennial trail
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Funding Partners

Collaborative Partners

MIC MAC ROD GUN CLUB
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